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PRESENTATION
Access to information makes all the difference in the lives of families
and children with zika virus syndrome since pregnancy. The zika
virus syndrome is a new occurrence, of which little is known. For
this reason, it is even more important to have up-to-date and highquality information to understand that, just like any person, someone
born with zika virus syndrome requires specific care, has her/his
own learning speed and will, gradually, show her/his potential. The
Movimento Zika was created to bring together content and initiatives
that contribute to the development of these children’s potential and
contribute to their inclusion in all areas of society
Movimento Zika
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STIMULATION GUIDE FOR CHILDREN WITH ZIKA
VIRUS SYNDROME
0 – 3 anos
Like any children, children with zika virus syndrome have the right to develop
to their fullest potential. They need, however, more time and encouragement
from their family to acquire and sharpen their skills. Muscular, sensorial,
articular and cognitive aspects influence the development and communication
abilities of children with zika virus syndrome. The activities and exercises
proposed in this Guide will help you motivate your baby to overcome these
obstacles from the first months of her/his life. To accomplish this, you will
need to have several different toys. Try to alternate stimuli, keep an eye on
the evolution of movements and conduct activities to exercise both left and
right sides of the body. You also need to be able to dedicate time to the
child’s development.
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BOX AND BASIN COLLECTION
Box and Basin is a collection of resources developed
to support early stimulation of children aged 0 to
3 years with zika virus syndrome. It was created
because you can get boxes, bowls and fabric
anywhere, which may be used with some alterations,
and with aesthetic quality, safety, and tested impact.
These resources have been developed and validated
by a multidisciplinary team composed of health
professionals and product designers with the
technical support of therapists at the Instituto
Fernandes Figueira.
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CAIXA

BACIIA

MEDICAL ASPECTS
Each kid develops her/his skills on her/his own rhythm and presents her/his
stronger abilities and individual needs. Children with zika virus syndrome
present particular characteristics on their physical constitution, as well
as medical and cognition issues. Some characteristics that the child may
present deserve attention:

- Hypertonia Hypertonia is characterized by an increased or more exaggerated than
usual muscle tone/tension when at rest. This causes delay in the child’s
development, who faces greater challenges to learn how to move, hold the
head, support on her/his own arm, raise hands and feet to the air, sit and
all other gross motor development skills.
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- Persistence or overreaction of primitive reflexes Reflexes are involuntary reactions in response to an external trigger and are
part of early human movement process. In that way, they function as a first
source of information. They are: suction reflex, search, hand and foot grip
strength, moro reflex, automatic march (among others). For kids with zika
virus syndrome, these reflexes can take longer to disappear or may persist
more time than expected.

- Microcephaly (Cephalic Perimeter or Head Circumference
Alteration) –
Cephalic Perimeter or head circumference is the measure of head contour in
its largest part. Microcephaly in babies with zika virus syndrome is considered
to be a collapse of the skull box, rather than a malformation. The superior
bones of the skull collapse because of lack of brain support, resulting in head
and face alterations, compromising some development functions.

- Epilepsy /spasms These are epilepsy episodes, which can happen in small kids. Parents may
realize when their kid’s head suddenly inclines to the front. Sometimes, arms
and legs also move quickly and the child can be disturbed by this.
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- Irritability /hiperexcitability –
Irritability is an excessive response to external stimulation, like light, sound, or
touch, that manifests itself on different ways, from a contraction to sensorial
responses. The child feels uncomfortable and can cry a lot, making it difficult
to relax, sleep and adapt to the environment.

- Visuals alterations Lesions happen to the optic nerve and retina, compromising visual capacity
and, in consequence, the baby’s development. So, the child’s visual tests and
stimulation should start as soon as possible.

- Hearing alterations –
The baby with zika virus syndrome can present hearing loss. So, just like
the visual alterations, hearing tests and stimulation are needed as soon
as possible. Hearing correction and stimulation will also contribute to
language development.
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- Swallowing Difficulties The baby can have difficulty to swallow milk, as well as food. Kids with this trouble
usually choke with food and liquids and, in some cases, may have problems to
grab their mother’s breast or suck on the bottle. For that matter, it is important
to feed the child sitting down or as elevated as possible, so that the head stays
lined up with the trunk, reducing choking risk.

- Development Delay –
The term “development delay” is used when a child doesn’t achieve some of
the development milestones at the expected age, even considering individual
variations. The delay can happen on one or more areas, like:
-

Gross Motor Coordination (physical skills like rolling, sitting and walking)
Fine Motor Coordination (capacity to grab things, manipulate objects)
Language and speech (communication and comprehension)
Social Skills (relationship with other people)
Selfcare capacity (feed and dress oneself, use the bathroom, hygiene routine)
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CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF PLAYING
Why?
By playing, the child explores her/his own body,
other people and objects. By doing this, she/he
gets to know the world and learn how to be part
of it. When playing, the baby touches, smells, licks,
uses her/his body.

When?
When breastfeeding, at feeding time, bath time,
when changing diapers or clothes.
Every time possible!

How?
Try different positions, materials, sounds and, above
all, note which activities make your baby happier.
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TIPS TO HELP YOUR KID TO HAVE A
BETTER DEVELOPMENT
1. Do the exercises every day: kids with zika virus syndrome need to learn the
necessary skills to perform future day-to-day activities.
2. Have realistic expectations: choose activities that really motivate your baby.
From her/his response, you will understand if the exercise is too challenging
for her/him. If, even with your help, the child cannot do it, don’t insist in order
to avoid mutual frustration. Take a step back.
3. Start with activities in which the baby has already been successful and add
a little more difficulty at a time. Success improves confidence and learning.
4. Do activities step by step: learning becomes more structured if separated
in stages. Reward the baby for every little step she/he can do.
5. Do funny things: your voice and body language can motivate the baby.
Use your creativity, do it and remember to let her/him experience it too.
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6. Prepare the environment: learning new
skills requires attention and focus in an
environment that is free from interruptions,
noises, distractions and has favorable
conditions. You need to choose the best time
of the day and make sure the baby is rested,
fed, hydrated and dry.
7. Experiment! If something doesn’t work,
you can always try something else! Everyone
needs time and practice to learn new things.
Let your baby know that!
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MULTISENSORIAL
The development of the baby’s senses will increase self-awareness
of herself/himself and her/his knowledge about the world easier and,
as a consequence, her/his adaptation to the environment will also be
facilitated.
Through the interaction with family members and close friends and
exploratory activities, babies stimulate and develop their senses at
the first years: hearing, vision, touch, smell, taste and proprioception
(sense of position and movement).
Children actions become sensory information to the brain, which
contribute to the process of sensory-motor organization and to the
global development of the child. (neuropsycomotor).
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MULTISENSORIAL
VISION
Looking babies in their eyes create
empathy, connects individuals and makes
it easier to provide responses to what is
requested and taught. Tips and activities:
• Use toys and objects according to the
child’s needs, use big toys placed around
30 cm of distance from the baby’s chest.
• Choose different sizes and types of
objects, with high contrast colors and
colorful (like yellow and black and/or red
and white) and/or shiny and light-up toys.
• Avoid direct light on the baby’s
eyes, particularly with kids who have
convulsion crisis. You can use flashlights
in dark places, targeting some points and
objects, encouraging the child to look at
that direction.
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• For kids who can already sit and/or
have acquired trunk balance, use lightup objects to play, like a light box for
example.
• If the kid has low vision or is blind, it
is important that she/he can hear the
toy and raise her/his hands to try and
catch it. The child will need to interact
and explore the toy through other
senses (touch, smell, taste, hearing),
because her/his learning process will
happen through these other senses.
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MULTISENSORIAL
HEARING
Hearing is an extremely important
path for development of language.
Start doing different sounds with
instruments and your voice. Use music
- kids are extremely musical and music
benefits are huge. Do this in different
directions so that the kid can learn
how to spin and to position herself/
himself in response to the sound’s
direction. Talk, sing and tell stories to
your baby. Since a very early age she/
he will be interacting with you!
• Make loud sounds and stop so that
the kid realizes the presence and the
absence of sound. Swing a rattle,
crush a piece of paper making a lot of
noise and, when you observe that the
child heard the sound, stop suddenly.
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• Imitate the sound of the environment,
animals, family members and close
friends names. This allows the child to
practice repetition and it’s the start of a
game that will be important in the future
for speech and articulation.
• Stimulate your kid to babble by talking
to him and making easy sounds to hear
and repeat. Start with vowels and when
the child dominates this vocalization
move on to syllables, “ma”, “pa” and “ba”.
If the kid has a hearing loss or deafness,
you can do this activity by putting the
child’s hand in your mouth or neck to
make him realize the vibration and the
air produced by speech. Later, you can
use sign language to communicate with
your child.
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MULTISENSORIAL
TOUCH
Nothing is better than physical contact,
mainly of skin, to make your kid feel close
to you. This kind of touch is fundamental
for development. Your baby skin is really
sensitive and the touch. It is important
to build a caring and affectional bond.
Some massage practices can be a good
alternative.
• Stimulate tactile response of the baby’s
skin with different textures, for example:
baby brush, soft sponges, cotton, etc.
Rub them gently against the baby
skin to make her/him feel the texture,
stimulate her/his sensibility and relax
(very important for hypertonic kids).
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• During meals, let the baby explore the
food and its texture and temperature.
Offer small pieces of fruit so that the
baby can try to hold them with their
own hands.
• Offer toys with different textures.
Let him manipulate the objects freely.
Sometimes, it will be necessary to place
the kid’s hands on the specific texture
proposed and help her/hi. However,
don’t insist that she/he does the activity
in case she/he shows a lot of resistance.
• Play with tactile activities using
elements with different textures, for
example: grains, sand, fabrics, etc. While
the child explores the material, you can
say what is been used in her/his body
and what kind of texture it is, if is rough,
smooth, cold, among others.
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MULTISENSORIAL
SMELL AND TASTE
Smell
Each experience is an opportunity. Take advantage of moments to introduce scents, smells
of different environments and things. Try to offer differentiated experiences and always
talk to the baby about what is been done.
Let the baby feel the food, fruits, and vegetables smell. Do it slowly, don’t rush.
Avoid strong and bad smells.
Taste
Babies who are breastfeeding improve their resistance and immunity, gain more weight
and have a better overall development. Breastfeeding also improves the bond between
mother and baby.
It is possible introduce fruit and mashed food slowly, starting from six months old. Explore
this moment letting the kid taste different flavors. Offer sweet/salty, bitter/sour tastes. Let
your baby use her/his hand to explore the food.
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HOW TO HOLD
YOUR BABY
It is very important that you carry your baby the right
way. In your arms, the baby can be lying completely,
turned up or on the side – but always keeping the
head support in one of your hands.
You can put him on a vertical position with her/
his head leaning on your shoulder. On this position,
support the back of the baby with one of your arms
and the head on your hand. With the other hand,
guarantee the safety of the lower back.
The baby can also be turned to the front, as if she/he
is sitting in a chair, with the back supported against
the adult’s chest. Hold her/his bottom with one of
your hands. With the other hand, support the chest
by the front.
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DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE
STIMULATION
Language stimulation happens through the kid’s life activities, during daily
routines, through playing, storytelling, among others. It is important to stress that
when the baby is born and starts to interact with the mother and others, she/he
is already working on language aspects. The role of the family is fundamental at
this stage.
Stimulation of communication and language for kids with zika virus syndrome
tries to improve the expressive language (talk, gestures, facial expressions, use of
alternative communication), and to enrich and promote language comprehension
(receptive communication). So, the focus isn’t only on the speech, but in all means
of communication the child can use to interact and demonstrate her/his emotions.
Play, talk and, more than anything, let your kid express herself/himself!
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Activities and tips:
- Stay in front of the child, make eye
contact, talk and sing emphasizing
your
facial
expressions,
using
variations on voice tone and rhythm.
When the child focus on your face,
you can move yourself so that she/
he may follow your movements with
her/his eyes.
- To stimulate sound imitation and its
variations, talk to the child, produce
different sounds or words which can
motivate her/him to make sounds,
too. Give time to response, that way
the kid will realize that each one
has a turn to talk. This game can
be included in different situations
dressing, feeding or at bathing time.
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- Everyday state the names of
objects, toys, body parts, clothes,
and feeding and hygiene utensils,
among others. With the child’s
development, you can also include
figures like animal images, toys or
people’s pictures.
- The use of pointing and gestures
as a form expression are also
important, especially if the child
has some hearing loss or speech
difficulties. To encourage it, you can
place two or more objects away from
the child’s reach, say the names and
ask the kid to pick one or point to
one. It is important to value the kid’s
intention, regardless of how she/he
points, with the foot or even with
her/his eyes.
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
Exploring hands and feet / medium line of the body
Position
Belly up.
Activity
Stay close and in front of the baby. Call her/his attention so that she/he looks
at your face, positioning the baby’s head straight. Sing, smile, tell stories and
change the voice tone to keep him looking straight to you. That way, the kid will
be working on the cognitive, sensorial and affection skills.
Stimulate the baby to grab and play with an object with his hands.
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2

3

Show a toy at time
Play games that bring your baby’s
attention to his feet, it can be a colorful
lace with a rattle, kissing her/his feet, etc.
Slowly, the baby will bring her/his hands
to the feet, help her/him, if necessary, to
manipulate the feet using her/his hands
on the medium line of the body.
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Exploring hands and
feet / medium line of
the body
Position
Belly up.
Activity
This activity can also be done
placing the baby on a cloth support
(made with large pants filled with
fabric remains or grains) or on a
side posture, always observing the
head position.
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Head and neck balance
Position
Belly down.
Activity
Lay the baby belly down on a cushion
roll, inclined board or on your leg.
Stay in front of the baby or put a toy
that can stimulate her/him to raise the
head. The head needs to be higher
than the rest of the body. The baby’s
arms need to be outward, so that she/
he can try supporting possibilities.
Show a toy at a time, in front of the
baby. Help her/him touch the toy,
making her/his hands reach the toy.
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Head and neck balance
Activity variations
You can put a blanket or a towel on the
floor and motivate the baby to raise her/
his head to look or play with objects in
front of her/him, like supporting pictures
in the air.
If the baby already has neck and head
control, he can be pulled to sit. Stay
in front of the baby lying down, take
both her/his hands and pull him to your
direction. Do the movement gently.

Roll with lap support
Position
Lying down with belly up on the lap.
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Activity
With the baby lying down with belly up, we
can encourage her/him to roll motivated by
visual focus on an object, a colorful toy or
with a sound to catch his attention.
With kids who are already able to stabilize
body and head to roll, this activity can be
done on your lap.
Besides being effective, staying in your
lap is, many times, more comfortable and
welcoming for your baby.
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STIMULATE ROLLING
Position
Lying on the side.
Activity
It’s better to do these activities on the floor. This way, your hands will be free and there will
be no risk of falling. Line the floor with blankets or a cloth carpet. One suggestion is a foam
or rubber play mat, which is comfortable in any season. Use a small and soft pillow under
the head.
Place the baby to the side first. The trunk and the head have to be lined up and the arms
close to the body. The legs can be folded. In the beginning you can help supporting the
baby’s shoulders or the hips.
– Call her/his attention to a toy or to her/his own hands which will be on his head’s side.
- Help the child raise his hands to the toy and, after this, to the mouth.
- Use a colorful toy to catch her/his attention and make the baby touch it, while she/he
keeps looking to the toy.
- On all the activities, alternate the toy from one side to the other. This stimulates the kid
to turn her/his head.
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STIMULATE SITTING
Position
Sitting with support (use support pants or
support basin).
Activity
Place the baby sitting on a cloth support,
to stimulate trunk control and encourage
sitting posture. Help the kid stay sit on the
support by playing and talking with him the
longer he can.
Play with her/him sitting on the floor or on
your leg. You can also support her/his back
and, if necessary, the head. Support the feet,
too, when possible.
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STIMULATE SITTING
Position
Sitting with reduced support.
Activity
Sit on the floor or on a mattress, with the
baby sitting with his back supported by
your trunk. On this position, you can play
with the baby’s hands putting objects
with different textures and sounds to
her/his front. If you have a mirror, you
can encourage the kid to look at her/his
own reflection. This position allows you
to read her/him some stories with big
pictures.
Sit on the floor or on a mattress with the
baby in front of you and support only his
hip,. Give her/him objects, a book or some
object that interests her/him to make her/
him explore it while sitting down.
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STIMULATE DRAGGING
Position
Belly down.
Activity
Creeping allows the child to move longer distances, faster and with direction
changes. You can help the child learn how to creep. Place the kid belly down on the
mat, lined floor or mattress. Fold one of his legs, helping with your hands to give
her/him support and, then, push the body forward. After this, repeat the movement
with the other leg.
Place interesting toys in front of her/him to encourage her/him to move creeping on
the floor. Encourage and praise her/him.
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STIMULATION HANDAND-KNEE POSITION AND
CRAWLING
Position
Crawl with support.
Activity
With the child in the cat position of (on
her/his hands and knees) hold his or her
belly on a cloth, towel or a sheet that can
safely support the child’s belly.
Encourage the child to swing forward
in search of a toy. Decrease the support
of the cloth when the child starts to
demonstrate confidence, balance and
control of the movements.
This activity must be done until the child
is ready to crawl alone.
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Position
Change of position: Hand-and-knee position
to sitting position
Activity
With the child in the cat position (on her/
his hand-and-knee), support the region of
the hip helping her/him to turn to the side
until she/he is in the sitting position on the
side. Then, encourage her/him to take both
hands off the floor. It is important that the
movements are made slowly, allowing the
child to explore the intermediate stages of
the process. Do not forget to congratulate
your child every time a stage is achieved.
Create games that may encourage this
activity with toys, music and stories.
.
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STIMULATE KNEELING AND CROUCHING POSTURE
Position
Kneeling and crouched.
Activity
Encourage the child to rest her/his hands on some firm piece of furniture, such
as a chair leaning against the wall. Encourage him/her to stand up to her/his
knees. In the early stages of this activity, you can support the child’s hip to show
her/him more safety. When the activity is interesting, it helps stimulate the child
to stay longer in position. You can use a toy, a drawing or some other object or
activity in which the child shows interest.
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STIMULATE SEMI-KNEELING
AND TRANSFER TO
STANDING
Position
Semi-kneeling and standing
Activity
Take advantage of the kneeling position
to encourage the passage of the foot
forward, from one side to the other. You
can perform the activity facing the mirror
or with the child facing you, with a chair
leaning against the wall. In that way,
you will be able to strengthen the bond
with the child, making the activity more
effective and fun.
Play hide and seek. Use toys with sounds
in front of the child so she/he wants to
reach another toy that interests her/him.
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STIMULATE TRANSFER TO
STANDING
Position
Sitting and standing up
Activity
Place the child on your lap or on a stool.
Keeping her/his feet flat on the floor, hold the
child’s knees and sides. Help the child to move
forward by leaning on a piece of furniture or
on a solid firm object. Also, stimulate the child
to impulse his/her body until moving to the
standing position.
Gradually remove the support from the child’s
knees and body until he/she stands without any
help. The toys placed on top of the furniture will
help in this activity.
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STIMULATE ENVIRONMENT EXPLORATION
Activity
There must be a variety of opportunities for the child to explore and actively
move during activities.
It is also very important to offer her/him diversified objects such as blocks of
wood, balls, fabrics and materials of different textures.
It is in the home environment that the child will get in touch with the objects and
people that she/he socializes with, explore the furniture, play with kitchen pans,
hit the furniture with spoons, brushes, combs and toys.
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STIMULATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLORATION
Activity
Create situations and games in environments where the child has the opportunity to experience
how to walk on different grounds, irregular floors or sand, grass or pebbles, with water, in a
shallow pool or at the edge of the beach. Likewise, let her/him play freely with materials of
different textures, such as grains, jello, foam, water and sand. At the same time that the child
will amuse herself/himself, she/he will develop her/his capacities.
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